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What is LaTeX?



History

- LaTeX is a software preparation software 
written in 1983 as an extension of Tex.

- Users write in plane text rather than 
formatted text like Word and other office 
processors.

- LaTeX started as tooling for 
mathematicians and computer scientists, 
but have expanded to academia at large. 



Cool Features

- Typesetting for journal articles, technical reports, and 
books

- Robust cross-references with sections, tables, and figures
- Advanced mathematical typesetting



Use Cases
- Writing research papers

- Conferences often provide a LaTeX template so everyone conforms 

to certain standards.

- Homework
- Text-based nature of LaTeX makes it easy and fast to work with.

- Easy to include and manage citations

- Resume
- Formatting looks professional and clean

- Writing a Book
- I haven’t written a book yet, but, I would definitely use LaTex if I did.



Why did I switch to LaTeX?
- After writing two research papers in 

Google drive, I was exhausted with 
using a word processor to work with 
citations, figures and mathematical 
equations. 

- The tipping point was when my 
Analysis of Algorithms class 
required homeworks to be typed.

- Everything in that class was math!

- Typing math in latex is light years faster 

than doing math in google docs. 



My Old Algo 
Homework
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How do I LaTeX?



Overleaf
- The “google drive” of LaTex.
- Ability to create, and collaborate 

on LaTex files with other people.
- Has thousands of templates 

available to brows
- Has option to sync project with 

Github

Pro Tip:

You can only share documents 
with 1 other person in free version, 
but you can create a share link 
allowing you to sent it to everyone in 
a larger group. 





TeXmaker - The “libre office” of LaTex editing.
- Pros:

- Personally controlled

- UI has more options for selecting 

LaTex commands

- Cons:
- Hard to install LaTex and all of its 

packages along with TexMaker





VS Code Once you get more familiar with LaTeX, I recommend you 
check out the LaTeX Workshop plugin on VScode.



Down to Basics



Live demo? What can go wrong?

https://github.com/jrtechs/latex-quick-reference

https://github.com/jrtechs/latex-quick-reference


Questions



Resources

● Youtube LaTeX Tutorial
● LaTeX Kickstart 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhmkLrOjLsw
https://github.com/jrtechs/latex-quick-reference

